TASTE WINE

Spirit

of the south
WHEN LIFE GIVES YOU LEMONS, OPEN A DISTILLERY.
WE MEET SIX CRAFT DISTILLERS WHO DID JUST THAT,
AND ARE PUTTING A WHOLE NEW SPIN ON GIN.
WORDS: JOCELYN WARRINGTON

M

irroring the craft beer movement, gin has experienced
a global resurgence over the last five years and is now the
fastest-growing spirit in the world. And, in the same way that beer
– once the preserve of bearded old men in knitted jumpers – is
today the beverage of choice for bearded young men in beanies
and skinny jeans, so gin has cracked the code of cool. The spirit is
leading the cocktail culture. Creative mixologists in funky gin bars
shake, muddle and stir it into concoctions of every conceivable
kind. South Africa’s wealth of botanical riches is putting our local
gins, which are made in an easier-drinking New World style, on the
map. And it’s the small, artisanal distillers who are the champions
of the revival of the juniper-infused spirit.

4. Inverroche

Situated on the southern
Cape coast, in the heart of
the world’s smallest but
richest floral kingdom, Lorna
Scott’s distillery was born
eight years ago from the desire to
promote an extraordinary biome that
faces jeopardy. “Gin represented an
opportunity to use these unique aromatic
plants in a world-class product that
contributes to their survival,” she
explains. A self-taught distiller, Lorna’s
operation, which began with a 1.5-litre
pot-still on her kitchen counter, has grown
to the extent that Inverroche now exports to 13 countries. “The
fynbos used in our three flagship gins is organically cultivated,
hand-harvested and selected to remain within the spectrum of the
traditional gin flavour wheel,” she explains. “As a result, our gins
are still familiar but stand out due to their colour and distinctive
floral bouquet.” Inverroche offers daily tasting and distillery tours.
TRY: Citrusy Classic Gin (from R300), made with fynbos grown in
limestone-rich soil.
www.inverroche.co.za

2. New Harbour

Chemical engineer Nic
Janeke learnt to distill in
his parents’ garage,
making spirits for student
parties, but the true alchemy
happened when he met Andri
du Plessis. “We’re both scientific
creatives and toyed with the idea of
opening a distillery, which we finally
did in January last year,” says Nic.
Situated in Woodstock, New Harbour
produces a pair of handcrafted gins (a third is in the wings),
together with a copper-catalysed vodka. Half of the startup
distillery’s production is exported. The couple experiments
with different distillation methods, including vapour infusion
and vacuum distillation. Ingredients are as far as possible
locally sourced and organic. The distillery also follows a strict
carbon-neutral policy, recycling all its byproducts. Make Your
Own Gin classes are held on alternate Saturdays, where
participants leave with a bottle of the spirit they’ve created
entirely from scratch.
TRY: Spekboom Gin (R360), featuring the leaves of the
indigenous iGwanitsha.
www.newharbourdistillery.co.za

Food-trends analyst Simóne Musgrave foresaw the world’s infatuation with gin and, drawing on the
heritage of her English grandfather’s escapades in Africa, created a pair of premium products that
are distilled at Hope on Hopkins in Cape Town. Unlike most local gins, Musgrave does not contain
fynbos. Instead, its top notes are those that would have been traded on the ancient Spice Route: a
wild pepper (called grains of paradise) from Ghana, cardamom from Zanzibar and piquant African
ginger. The Pink Gin, a South African first, is distilled with rosehip and infused with rosewater. “Apart
from having to contain juniper berries, there are very few rules when it comes to making gin, which is
why it’s such a creative process,” explains Simóne, who says gin should be so smooth it can be enjoyed
neat on ice.
TRY: Salmon-tinted Pink Gin (from R380), whose 11 botanicals are complemented by the perfume of
real roses.
www.musgravegin.com
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Time in Spain (which
consumes the most gin on
the planet) convinced
lawyers Lucy Beard and
Leigh Lisk to set up a distillery
in Salt River. The husband-andwife team, who literally live in their
distillery, create three flagship gins,
a seasonal range of “Lucy’s” gins, and a selection of
gins for other brands. “In 18 months, we’ve gone from
producing 400 bottles a month to 4 000,” says Lucy. The
gins, which are made from Macedonian and Tuscan juniper berries,
Newlands spring water and Cape botanicals, are distilled in
Mildred, a pot-still named after Leigh’s Irish grandmother. “Our
ingredients are all natural and, as far as possible, organically
sourced,” Lucy explains. The distillery hosts tastings, special
Distiller’s Curated Tastings and Martini Master Classes. According
to Lucy, “People are realising that gin is so much more than just
juniper.”
TRY: Olive, thyme and rosemary-infused Mediterranean Gin
(R360).
www.hopeonhopkins.co.za

Joburg’s first craft
distillery is the
brainchild of ShannaRae Wilby, who began
distilling as a “varsity
party-drink experiment”
before buying her first
gleaming five-litre copper potstill. Situated in trendy Maboneng, Time
Anchor opened in September 2015 and has
grown from an 80 to a 200m2 operation. “We produce three
premium gins, with an additional limited-edition label
launching this year. Our craft gins are sold locally and also
exported to Belgium,” says Shanna-Rae, who hand labels and
signs each bottle. Three Anchor is one of the few distilleries
in the world to use three different citrus ingredients in its gins,
which complement its range of botanical infusions. “Imagine
botanicals as components in an orchestra, each contributing
to the symphonic masterpiece,” explains Shanna-Rae. The
distillery offers a Taste Experience, which includes bottling
and labelling your own 50ml bottle of gin.
TRY: Botanics Gin (R330), which includes 13 African
botanicals and boekenhout honey.
www.timeanchor.co.za

Inspired by a trip to Scotland
where he was introduced to
distilling, Andrew Rall
embarked on a craft-spirits
pilgrimage that took him around
the world. “I’d never enjoyed the
juniper-forward gins available in South
Africa at the time and tasting these amazingly
balanced craft gins inspired me to create my own,
one that embodies the essence of my home town.”
A passionate Durbanite (the distillery’s name is
a reference to the city’s dialling code), Andrew
produces both a London Dry-style gin and a barrelaged gin (the only one in the country), with an American gin on
its way. “Our signature botanical is African rosehip, which is
indigenous to KwaZulu-Natal and lends fruity-floral notes not
found in other gins,” he says. Tasting and tours are offered and
there is a restaurant and bar.
TRY: Durban Dry (R350), a classic London-Dry style gin with a
delicious dry twist.
www.distillery031.com
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6. Distillery031

giveaway

Aspiring alchemists can realise their genius for gin with
Love-Gin’s handy Gin Kit (www.love-gin.co.za). Complete
with two 500ml glass bottles, a stainless-steel funnel and
strainer, juniper berries and a blend of botanicals, it
contains all the essentials for making the spirit in your own
kitchen. We’re giving away one Gin Kit and one Refill Kit,
valued at R750, to a lucky reader.
Email your details to mangojuice@mikatekomedia.co.za
and use the subject line “GIN” to stand a chance to win.
Competition details on p11.
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